DINOSAUR ICE EGGS

What you need:
Balloon
Small dinosaur
Freezer
Small chocolate egg in foil

Step 1
The tricky bit is getting the dinosaur into the balloon, so choose the smoothest dinosaur you have. The easiest way is to open the balloon with your thumbs and peel the balloon over the head of the dinosaur. The balloon ends up inside out but that doesn’t matter. Once the dinosaur is inside do the same with the chocolate egg.

Step 2
Half fill the balloon with water (if it is too big it will take ages to freeze) then tie up the end. Initially the toy and egg might sink to the bottom but once the water starts to freeze you can squeeze the balloon and get them into the middle.

Step 3
It takes a few hours to fully freeze but it is ready once it feels hard and you can’t hear water when you shake it. Run it briefly under the tap to loosen the balloon from the ice egg and then snip the balloon off. Running it under the tap will also make it crackle which gives it a good visual effect!

You can leave the egg to melt or have a go at bashing it with a rolling pin!